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AR STR ACT 
This document constitutes the semi-annual progress report for NASA
 
Contract NAS 5-1044.. Included is a-description of-research-conducted-during
 
the period of January 4, 1968 to July 4, 1968. Work on the program has been
 
directed toward accomplishing the main objective which is the establishment
 
of correlation and equivalenc6 factors of radiation induced noxilindaf degrade­
tion of transistor current gain. Research is progressing essentially in full 
accordance with the program plan as outlined in the Boeing technical proposal 
document D2-125398-1, "Radiation Induced Nonlinear Degradation of Transistor-

Gain," April 1967.
 
A short account of the experimental conditions .during the 1 MeV electron 
test is given, including a description of the different transistor groups, 
the measurements and the exposure conditions. The bulk of the report deals 
with the analysis of the extensive amount of data obtained during the 1 1/eV 
test. Certain special measurements carried out on selected groups are 
analyzed against the theoretical background of nonlinear damage as it is . 
understood today. Differences between NPN and PNP, passive and active 
(during exoosure) devices are illustrated and discussed in detail. Other 
neasurements, common to all the devices, gave us a-detailed picture on the 
dependence of the nonlinear damage upon the emitter current during gain 
measurements. These measurements also fLurnished data for a statistical 
study in which differences in irradiation response among devices within a 
batch, among batches and between nmanufacturers were revealed. 
Also included in this report are i) a discussion of the experimental
 
results on the analytical forms of the buildup of the nonlinear damage wit? 
fluence, and ii) some thoughts on the problem of selecting the proper 
quantities in terms of which the radiation sensitivities of transistors
 
can -be compared.
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1.0 INTRODUGTION' 
1.1 NEEDS 
The general eeds that relate to space mission vulnerability of electronic 
systems include the-ability to:
 
1; Extrapolate from laboratory-simulated radiation tests, to space radia- , 
tion performance;, 
2. Extrapolate from performance on an in-flight test to other space
 
mission conditions;
 
3. Generalize from radiation-effects on a limited number of transistors
 
to the effects on many types; and
 
4. Develop techniques to allow-for standardization in qualification
 
testing of new devices.
 
1.2 PROGRAM DESCRIPTION
 
Phase I of this program was completed under NASA ContractNAS 5-9.578. 
The objective of Phase I research was the establishment of valid space radiation 
equivalences for permanent displacement damage to silicon transistors. The 
results of that work (specifically the relative effectiveness of electrons and 
protons of different energies as well as Cobalt-60 gamma rays) were reported in 
'NASAreport CR-814, "Space Radiation Equivalences for Effects on Transistors",
 
by R. R. Brown and W. E. Home, July 1967.
 
Phase II of this program is being conducted under this contract NAS 5-10443,
 
"Radiation-Induced Nonlinear Degradation of Transistor Gain". The objective of 
Phase II is the establishment of correlation and equivalence factors of radiation­
induced nonlinear degradation of transistor current gain for use in the evaluation 
of semiconductor devices for spacecraft missions. The integration of efforts and 
goals of Phase I and Phase II are shown in Figure l. 
The work in Phase II was divided into three tasks.
 
Task A -- -Empirically formulate the dependence of nonlinear damage on 
radiation, by: 
1
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PLAN. 	 EQUIVALENCE FROGRAM ,I ULTIMATE PURPOSE 
-NI 
?ALAMET A~b 'M TEES QUIVALE CE, t(S COM-U [E EVALUATION 
EARP- Of SPACEMISSIONPsLIN EDjE~EELECARO CO',4?R 	 DISPLACEMENT EFFECTSEN-RGIES0 	 O 
A T L .COMPONENTS 
PARAMETER O E•t 
NOJAALI.ATI 0ATON 
PHASE 11 
NAS 5404143 	 TECH4NIQUES of 
SIMULATIONEXIEND SEPARATION 
TESTINGCOBALT.. TEST NONLINEAR -
IOQNATCNI 	 -
I-MEY 	 EQUIVALENCE 
TASK A 	 COMETUV STALE CNARIACTEZATRON COMPUTER EVALUATION ANALYSIS NATUR DAMAGE D{ OF SPACEMISSION 
ATAyS GiU IF) 'NONLINEAk FFEECES 
E~tI~) IN COMFONENTS 
DEPE DEFCE 
ON I 
V ANLYSIS SOURCE OF 
,&PA AMETER NONLINEAR 
CORRELATION DAMAGE 
15-MEY 
T 	 SAIJROITIC COMPUTER INTE tATION 4A COMTEROF 	 EFFECTS IN COMPON 
TASK b ELECTRON TEST ALS IS' C(E >ENi$ FOR SPACE 
MISSION SPECTRAPROTONS -
ELECTRONSC.t.wimla
 
SIMULTANEOUSLY
 
TAPRIMNTC 
IFLUSNCE OF MODIFICATION OF 
ETFERATING AS SPACE MISSION EFFECTS 
C~hODTIONS lIN
ANALY515 	 >DUE TO OPERATION 
0 V. ICIRCUITRY 
Figure 1. Equivalence Program 
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1. Establishing the dependence of nonlinear gain degradation on the
 
emitter current at which the gain is specified.
 
2. Determiningthe statistical spread in the increase of nonlinear 
damage with radiation exposure for: (a) one batch type; (b) different batch 
types; and (c) devices from manufacturers with different processing controls. 
3. Establishing ionization equivalences for nonlinear damage.
 
4. Exploring the source of nonlinear damage by the use of VBE versus IB
 
analysis and initial parameter correlation.
 
Task B -- Determine the synergistics of combined effects, by:
 
1. Testing transistors with-simultaneous exposure to electrons and
 
protons.
 
2. Comparing the results of combined tests with separate exposures to
 
determine the extent of nonadditive damage.
 
3. Studying the methods required for integrating the ionization and dis­
placement effects on a device for particle energy spectra typical of the space
 
environment.
 
Task C -- Determine the influence on radiation equivalence for operation
 
of devices under continuous electrical bias during exposure, by:
 
1. Use of a multifactor experimental design to irradiate transistors
 
under various combinations of: (a) particle exposure; (b) operating current,
 
I ; and (c) bias voltage, Vt .

-C
 
2. Use of a computer program for a statistical analysis of the functional
 
dependence of gain degradation on particle exposure, I, and VC.
 
3. Modification of ionization equivalence values due to electrical 
operating conditions.
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1.3 SUN4iARY OF PROGRESS 
Degradation of oxide passivated planar transistor parameters, due to 
surface effects induced by ionizing'1 MeV electron irradiation, was the sub­
ject of our study. In particular the gain degradation due to surface-effects 
called the nonlinear damage received our main attention. The behavior of our 
devices, 2N1613 - NPN and 2N1132 - PNP, was monitored during exposure under 
both passive and active conditions. Both the NPN and the PNP transistors were 
procured from two manufacturers, Fairchild and Raytheon, in specified batches 
in order to study the differences in irradiation response among the devices 
within a given batch, among batches and between manufacturers. 
Beside the measurements of 16 parameters (hFE at various injection
 
levels, IEBO' ICBO' Vsat...) on all the devices, special measurements (IB VS.,
 
VBE IEB0 vs. VR, ICB0 vs. VR, CBE CBC ...) were also carried out on selected
, , 

groups of devices in order to help in the interpretation of the data.
 
The degradation of the transistor parameters are interpreted in terms
 
of the current models of the effects of ionizing irradiation on oxidized Si
 
surfaces; namely in terms of the positive charge accumulation and of the new
 
interface states.
 
Some of the highlights of our results are given below:
 
A tremendous difference in radiation sensitivity between the passive
 
and active NPN devices was observed. The active bias dufing exposure strongly 
enhanced gain degradation. Charge accumulation on the SiO surface was also
2 

enhanced by the active bias; the redistribution of these charges during off­
beam and off-bias periods gave rise to slow drifts (recoveries), in the
 
transistor parameters.
 
No significant differences between the passive and active PNP devices
 
were noted. The gain degradation was approximately of the same order as that
 
of the passive NPN devices.
 
A considerable interest was focussed recently on the problem of 
predicting nonlinear damage by finding the proper functional relation between 
gain degradation, in terms of Al/1h, and fluence (or dose). A simple power 
law of the form Al/h FE = constant 3x (0 < x < 1) is advocated by some workers.
 
4
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Our results indicate that other functional forms of the buildup of damage
 
with fluence also exist.. Moreover, if some of the curves for the active
 
NPN devices are to be approximated by a power law then x > 1 value should 
be used. 
An inberesting and useful relation between gain loss AhFE and 
initial gain, Ao1 was noted expeimentally, resembling somewhat a correla­
tion between those two quantities in a certain fluence range. -Consequently,
 
an approximate prediction of gain loss from initial gain is possible subject
 
to some limitations.
 
The dependence of the nonlinear damage on the measuring collector
 
current is also .given, both in mathematical and in parametric representation.
 
The dependence is rather strong, the gain degradation being most drastic
 
at the low current values. Nonetheless, gain loss was significant even at
 
high currents.-

A statistical study designed to establish the scatter in gain degrada­
tion among presumably "identical" devices during the same exposure conditions
 
revealed the following:
 
i) Devices within a batch tend to behave similarly,
 
ii) Devices coming from separate batches are likely to behave dissimilarly
 
if the batch numbers (i.e., the date codes) are very different,
 
iii) Devices originating from separate manufacturers are likely to be very
 
dissimilar due to differences in surface preparation, geometry, etc.
 
Comparing devices from different sources as to their radiation sensitivity
 
raised the problem of finding the proper quantity(ies) in terms of which the
 
devices can be compared. Both /l/hE and Aht'/h; were used for such purposes. 
The Latin Cube computer calculations have been performed. Data on the 
dependence of damage on I, V, and . (as well as interdependence) are.being, 
analyzed and will be summarized in the final report. 
5
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2.0 .DETAILED DISCUSSION OF PROGRESS 
2.1 SHORT SUMMARY OF EXPERIMENTAL CONDITIONS 
2.1.1 Transistors Used
 
Oxide passivated Si planar transistors (2N16!3-NPN and 2NI132-PNP) 
.were selected for our study. Each type was purchased from two different 
manufacturers, Fairchild and Raytheon.
 
During irradiation the devices were divided into two groups, one 
group was under active bias, the other was passive.
 
Unbiased (passive) group: Consisted of 30 Fairchild 2N1613,
 
30 Raytheon 2N1613, 28 Raytheon 2N1132, and 30 Fairchild 2N1132. These
 
transistors were part of a statistical analysis to indicate differences
 
between manufacturers and among batches. The batch number is simply a date
 
code marked on the device can indicating the year and the week when the de­
vice passed its final electrical test during manufacturing. Throughout this
 
report the expressions batch number and date code will be used interchangeably
 
as synonyms.
 
Biased group: Consisted of 50 Fairchild 2N1613 and 50 Raytheon 2N1132.
 
The devices were used to reveal the influence of the different bias conditions
 
on the nonlinear gain degradation.
 
2.1.2 Measurements of Transistors 
2.1.2.1 Fairchild Series 500 Test Data
 
The Fairchild Series 500 transistor tester was programmed to automatically 
perform 16 sequential measurements per transistor. Data from all transistors
 
was automatically logged on IBM cards using a Fairchild Model Option K data
 
logging module, and an-IBM 526 Card Punch.
 
The Fairchild Series 500 test set was programmed to measure the fol­
lowing parameters: d.c. common emitter current gain, hFE, at a collector
 
voltage of 10 volts and at emitter currents of 10, 30, 100, and 300 pa,
 
1, 3, 10, 20, and 40 ma; VCE(sat) at hFE = 10 for i, = 150 ma; ICB0 at VCB=, 
20, and 60 volts for 2N1613's and VCB = 5, 20, and 50 volts for 2N1132's;
 
6
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IEB0 at V = 1, 3, and 6 volts (except for Fairchild 2N1132's which were 
tested at 1, 2, and 4Yvolts). Current gain values for collector currents'
 
of 2 ma and above were made using the short pulse mode (350 use&) in order
 
to limit device heating. A Wyle Environmental Chamber Model CN 1060640 was 
used- to control the ambient transistor temperature to 35 + YiOC during 
measurement.
 
To verify instrument repeatability "standard" transistors]were 
measured periodically and values were compared with those obtained earlier.
 
2.1.2.2 Special Measurements on Selected Devices
 
Table 1 summarizes the program bf special transistor measurements made 
on selected devices. In any given selected group the transistors represent 
three different biasing conditions applied during irradiation: passive, 
10 V - 0.1 ma and 10 V - 10 ma. The special measurements were useful in fur­
nishing more detailed information on the source of nonlinear damage. 
2.1.3 Irradiation Conditions 
The electron test setup used in the initial Phase I work (NASA report 
NAS CR-814) was improved in preparation for the 1-14ev electron test. The
 
beam handling-system is essentially the same as that shown in Figure 2.
 
Changes to this system include: 1) a four element slit system (current
 
pickup capability on the slits) used to position and monitor the beam, 2)
 
an automatic remote controlled rotating Faraday cup for dosimetry mapping,,
 
3) an aluminum block mounted beside the rotating Faraday cup. This can be 
rotated into a position to block and monitor the electron beam at its entrance
 
to the test chamber, and 4) a one-fourth-inch thick aluminum diaphragn mounted 
so as to baffle electrons scattered at large angles and prevent them from
 
increasing the low energy background at the transistor mounting plate.
 
After experimenting with many different foil thicknesses a 10 mil 
aluminum foil was selected in order to obtaina reasonably uniform exposure 
-of transistors positioned on a large diameter ring, cylindrically symmetrical
 
to the beam axis. Scattered beam intensity versus scattering angle is shown in
 
Figure 3. Pings of transistors were located at 22 and 26 degrees scattering angle.
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TLD powder dosimeters were mounted in the test chamber during the beam
 
Total dose as determined from measurement of the TLD powder,1
mapping tests-. 

-agreed" well with fluence values calculated from curtent reading taken from 
the rotating Faraday cup.
 
Other relevant experimental details of the 1 Mev electron test are 
given below: 
Source of electrons: The Dynamitron accelerator providing the DC 
electron beam. The beam energies were approximately 1.4, 1.3, and 1 Mev when 
incident on the 10 mil Al scattering foil, on the 8 - 11 mil Kovar transistor 
can and on the Si chip respectively* Although electrons with 1 Mev energy 
caused lattice displacements in silicon; the number of such events was 
relatively small below about 1015 electrons/cm2 fluence. No effects on the 
transistor parameters due to lattice displacements were observed below the 
quoted fluence value. 
Beam intensities: Exposure rate was increased by a factor of about
 
50 during the course of the experiment. (Initial stages: 1/2 pa; final
 
stages: 24 ua incident beam on the scattering foil.) Such variation-was a
 
practical necessity in order to cover about 4 orders of magnitude in fluence
 
values within reasonable times.
 
Temperature of irradiation (as monitored by a Copper-Constantan
 
thermocouple, fastened to the transistor cans): Temperature -varied between
 
25 320C for the unbiased transistors and between 35 - 410C for the biased
 
transistors. Tirr increased gradually as higher and higher beam intensities
 
were used. Note that most of the biased transistors were heatsinked in orde
 
to avoid excessive temperatures due to internal heating.
 
Fluence values: 17 f~uence points were chosen in the range of about 
3 x l0ll - 3 x 1015 electrons/cm2 . In the calculation of the actual fluence 
values the transmission losses suffered by the-electrons, when traversing the 
transistor cans, were -taken into account. 
Measurement conditions after irradiation: The bias supply was turned
 
off within two minutes after completion of a given irradiation. Generally,
 
the pulse measurements of gain and other parameters were started on the Fairchilc
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within less than an hour and were completed within an additionalSeries 500 
2-1/2 hours. Forward biasing of certain selected devices also took place from 
time to time during the IB and IC vs. VBE measurements. The reason for 
-stressing these conditions now is that in certain cases a recovery of surface 
damage was observed in-between irradiations, even at room temperature. This 
recovery might have teen a simple function of time and/or it might have been 
initiated or accelerated by the measurement itself (due to the injection). 
Consequently, it was desirable to monitor the conditions. 
2.2 SOURCE OF NONLINEAR DAMAGE (TASK A4)
 
2.2.1 Theoretical Background
 
In the following we will give a brief review of the effects of ionizing
 
irradiation on oxide passivated Si surfaces and on the subsequent physical
 
events leading to planar transistor degradation. This step is necessary be­
cause our experimental results will be discussed and analyzed against this
 
background.
 
2.2.1.1 Effects of Ionizing Irradiation on Oxide Passivated Si Surfaces
 
-
Accordingtct iumrdus investigatdrs an -xidized"Si -surface when­
exposed to ionizing irradiation undergoes the following changes:(l)
 
i) Positive charge is accumulated within and sometimes on the Si0 2.
 
ii) New energy levels are introduced into the forbidden band of Si
 
at the Si-SiO2 interface. Shortly, new "interface states" are created.
 
- iet us discuss the physics of these two events briefly in turn: 
i) Physical origin of the accumulated charges and their buildup
 
with dose:
 
in the pzisence
The accumulation of positive charge within the SiO2 

of a uniform electric field across the oxide (during irradiation), is quite
 
.

satisfactorily expIlained by Mitchell ( ) His model assumes that hole-electron
 
pairs are created in the S'O2 by the radiation and that some of the electrons
 
thus created drift out of the S1O2 layer under the action of an applied
 
potential across the oxide, VG, while the corresponding holes become trapped.
 
The analysis predicts 1) a dependence of charge buildup on radiation dose D,
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approximately of the form 1 - exp(-/) where P is a material dependent 
constant; 2) a linear dependence of the charge buildup at saturation on VG1 
for both polarities of YG; and 3) the dependence of the charge buildup on 
the total dose absorbed and not on the rate at which the dose was received. 
Experiments by Mitchell himself as well as by others on MOS structures 
(NOT-on bipolar transistors) support the type of charge buildup process 
predicted by the equation 1 - exp(-D) . We will also make an attempt to 
correlate our gain degradation vs. dose curves with the predicted charge
 
buildup vs. dose relation.
 
Another important case we should try to understand is the experi­
mentally observed positive charge accumulation within the SiO2 when there is 
no electric field across the oxide layer during irradiation (VG = 0). Unfor­
tunately there is no satisfactory treatment accounting for the charge accumula­
tion under zero bias conditions. Only some tentative ideas have been proposed 
so far.j(2) 
The understanding of charge collection on the SiC surface of a planar
2 

transistor is relatively easy. It occurs only when the collector base junction
 
is reverse biased during irradiation. It is due to the irradiation induced
 
ionization of the gas within the transistor can and the subsequent collection
 
of the positive ions over the base or the collector by the electric field
 
existing between the can and the base (the can is connected to the collector).
 
ii) Physical Origin of the Interface States and Their Buildup with Dose:
 
At the present time there is no theoretical treatment predicting the
 
functional form of buildup of new interface states with dose, like the one
 
worked out for charge accumulation. The primary reason is probably that even
 
the identity or the physical origin of the defects responsible for the irfferfac
 
states, both original and new, is in question. Some workers claim that the new
 
states are due to the breakup of Hydrogen-Si bonds at the interface by the
 
irradiation.(3 ) Hence, the states are independent of the accumulated charges
 
within-the oxide. Other researchers (4 ) propose that the interface'states are
 
due to some positive and negative charges located in the oxide within a certain
 
distance from the Si-SiO interface. There are quite a few valid arguments for
2 
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or against either proposition. It is very likely that there are several
 
sources of the original and the new interface states, including the two 
ideas presented.
 
- --- For the purpose of this report, we conclude that the creation of 
new interface states is a fact, although the physical origin of the states 
is still uncertain. In any case it is shown experimentally that the buildup 
of new states with dose will also go into saturation not unlike the buildup 
of positive charges. It is claimed, however, that the buildup of the new 
states is independent of the applied gate bias during irradiation in MOS 
(5)
structures. 

2.2.1.2 Degradation of Transistor Parameters
 
Next, we would like to discuss the expected degradation of a passivatec 
planar transistor in terms of the surface changes caused by ionizing irradia­
tion presented previously. The two main degradations we are concerned with
 
are the increase of ICBO and the decrease of hFE. To be more general, we 
will talk about the increase in the reverse current, IR . Also, instead of
 
the degradation of hFE we,will discuss the increase of the base current, IB .
 
These latter two events are equivalent because
 
Ic !cI Ic I 
h C ICEO IC ( CBO)
'FE IB (1 
where 
I 
ICEO I x ICBO 
B 
Since I C changes very little during ionizing irradiation it is the increase 
in I which is primarily responsible for the gain loss. 
B 
Now we wish to find out the controlling variables of currents I R and 
I in order to assess and understand the effect of the charge accumulationB 
and the creation of new interface states on the appropriate variables hence
 
on currents IR and IB . Reiterating some of the results of semiconductor
 
device physics it is well established that in terms of their physical
 
origin IR and IB are given by:
(6)
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i Z iZ =E andl =I re1 (2)I R gen B i IBB rec 
The equations above tell us first that both.IR and IB are made up of several
 
different components designated as T3 and each component having a different 
spatial origin in the transistor. The regions in question are: bulk of the 
emitter and of the base; surface of the emitter and of the base; bulk of the 
junction transition region; surface of-the transition region; channel (in­
--version) region, if present. (The appropriate components originating at the 
ss s s .)Thresurface of the junction will be designated as IB, IR, IreeI gen
 
lative importance of these regions in contributing to I B or IR depends on
 
many factors including the injection'level (for IB). As an example, it is
 
the surface of the transition region which is the most important in deter­
mining the value of IB thus the current gain at low injection. More will be
 
said about the empirical equations representing the different IB components
 
in section 2.2.1.3.
 
It is also shown in Equation (2) that the separate components can be
 
identified with thermal generation (1 ) an& recombination (I' ) currents
 
gen rec
 
respectively as to their physical origin.- Equations (2) then simply express
 
the fact that in a given region of the transistor a thermal generation current
 
will result whenever the thermal generation rate of hole-electron pairs is
 
made excessive over the recombination rate of those pairs. (Theuthermal
 
generation is due to the electromagnetic radiation, called "thermal radiation",
 
present in any material at temperature T.) Similarly, -a recombination current
 
will result whenever the recombination rate becomes excessive over the genera­
tion rate. In thermal equilibrium these two rates are equal of course, but
 
by external means (e.g. reverse bias, forward bias, illumination.-..) the­
balance can be destroyed and one ends up either with current sources furnishing
 
the IR or with current sinks representing IB
 
By taking into account the fact that according to the Shockley-Read-Hall
 
theory the generation.and recombination of hole-electron pairs takes place through
 
some energy levels located in the forbidden energy band, serving as "stepping
 
stones" for the particular process, we can now list the variables coitrolling IR
 
and IBr
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= f ' 
-ir (Nt. Et'eOh no ' T j V, n, p)(3 
where 11 is the recombination or generation current density in a given
rg - ii I i 
region of the transistor,(hence Jr = IB and J = I ). By writing Jrg 
instead of J and J 9we want to emphasize the intimate relation between J rr g 
and J since the same energy levels serve as stepping stones for either-thc
 g
recombination or the- generation process.
 
Nt Density of.energy levels in the energy gap promoting the generation 
and,recombination; E is their energy position; (7-F are the 
eahartht 

electron and hole capture cross-sections respectively
 
n,. p: Equilibrium electron and hole concentrations in the bulk
 
T : Temperature
 
V: Applied voltage
 
n, p: Electron and hole concentrations in the particular region in question
 
The explicit functional form of J is somewhat different in different 
- rg 
regions of the transistor it is also different for J and J (i.e. for I and 
ir B 
IR). At the surface of the transition region for both jSand the dependence
R r g 
on N is linear. The dependence on n and p is much more complicated, containing 
t 
hyperbolic cosine functions,.- J will have a maximum when n = p = n. exp(q1V F 2KT 
and J has a maximum when n, p << n. i.e. for a depleted surface. n. is the 
9 1 1 ­
intrinsic carrier concentration, VF is the applied forward bias. Incidentally, 
(7 ­the semi-empirical expressions for (Jr) and (jS) are
gmax
 
(Jg~a = q x S x n. 1:4)
 
Smax 1 
where S has been defined as the surface recombination velocity of a depleted
0 
surface. It is proportional to the density of the interface states. (Actually
 
S =-S here since the ns, p < < n. condition made S reach its maximum value 
a max a 
in the reverse biased case. Of course S is still a function of Nt, Et, (e' 
( T; n_,, p_ as listed in Equation (3).) "Also, 
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( 5)j ) a "2 xx V 
" (Jma 7 x q So -i 2KT (qfVFI/2K) 
for IVFI >> KT/q
 
It is significant to note that surprisingly (J) i.e. (I') is
 g max R max
 
independent of the reverse voltage in Equation (4).
 
Another interesting result comes by taking the ratio of Equations (5)
 
and (4).
 
rmax = 2 2V-F exp (qjVFI/2KT) (6) 
"2 " ( g)max 

I.e. the ratio of (IB)a(I) is a constant at a given forward bias
 
B max RSmax
B 

and temperature. Consequently~if, for example, the maximum surface generation
 
current, (I )max' increases by a factor of two because of new interface states 
then so does approximately the maximum surface recombination current, (I)B max'
 
(Hence the hFE will also decrease by a factor of two.) Similar approximate
 
results are obtained by taking the ratios I/I R for other current components,
 
signifying a close relation between them, although the ratio in those cases
 
will depend on the reverse bias, VR, as well.
 
Having found the variables controlling IB and I R in Equation (3) we can 
now discuss the effect of the charge accumulation and of the new interface 
states on these currents in terms of their variables.
 
The introduction of the new interface states will increase the density
 
of the recombination- generation levels, N., in Equation (3). Consequently
 
both I and I will be enhanced since their surface components Is Ia
 
R B B R 
are increased linearly with N t. Although the energy positions and respective
 
capture cross-sections of the new levels may be different from those of the
 
levels originally present, it is an experimental fact that the new energy
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levels themselves are very efficient recombination-generation states. It 
should be pointed out that whenever is affected seriously as the case 
here, then the gain degradation is most significant at low injection levels
 
where usually I t Is even before irradiation
 
BB
 
The effect of the charge accumulation (either within or on the SiO2
 
or both) on IB and IR ii terms of their variables will be somewhat different
 
in the following cases therefore treated separately in turn:
 
i) No inversion, only depletion of the substrate Si occurs. The 
charge accumulation will modify n and p at the surface of the transition 
region (ns, ps) in Equation (3) by changing the surface potential hence Js or 
r 
will be modified. I~ and 1 may or may not reach maximum as a function of 
g B R 
the surface potential (thus n 
Js 
and p) depending upon the extent of depletion 
of the substrate. 
ii) Inversion of the substrate Si occurs, thus a junction, called the
 
"field induced junction", is formed. This case has to be divided into the 
following three subcases: (In the first two it is assumed that the extent 
of inversion is not sufficient to cause "channel" formation discussed in )).-
C) There is no breakdown across the field induced junction during 
applied bias:
 
The two new regions which affect I and I in this inversion
 
B R . 
case are the surface of the inversion layer and the bulk transition region of 
the field induced junction. However, the effect of the surface decreases 
rapidly with surface inversion and will be negligible under large inversion.(
8 ) 
(Since Js and Js as functions of the surface potential has already passed their
 
r- g 
maximum when the inversion set in.) On the other hand, the bulk transition re­
gion of the field induced junction will serve as an extra source of current 
for either IR or IB thus contributing to their degradation. 
,6) There is-a voltage breakdown of the field induced junction
 
during applied bias:
 
The breakdown can be either an avalanche or a Zener breakdown 
depending upon the surface doping of the inverted substrate. ( 9 ) Avalanche 
occurs below approximately 3 x 1018 cm-3 . Zener breakdown or tunneling occurs 
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18 -3 18 -3 
when the surface doping is approximately between 3 x 10 cm and 8 x 10 cm 
Either of these breakdowns give rise to a tremendous increase in I. In addition, 
the tunneling can significantly increase IB hence degrade hE both at low and high 
injection levels. This effect, when it -occurs, is so drastic that it overrides 
.every other cause of gain degradation especially at high injection: levels.
 
V -"Channel" or ohmic path formation between the contacts of the
 
base-emitter, base-collector, emitter-collector.
 
This event specifically refers to the case of base inversion of
 
such an extent in area that a direct ohmic path between the different terminals
 
of the transistor develops. Depending upon the size of the channel the resulting
 
increase in ICB or ICE may completely disrupt further device operation. (For­
tunately the effect of a channel across the base-emitter junction alone is not
 
too serious for gain degradation because this junction is forward biased and
 
the channel path is usually highly resistive.)
 
Since the accumulated charges in the SiO2 are positive it follows
 
that the depletion and inversion occurs on a P type substrate only. This is the
 
base of an NPN transistor and the emitter and collector of a PNP transistor.
 
Therefore, a different response is expected to ionizing irradiation by NPN
 
and PNP transistors. The difference in behavior is further amplified by the
 
fact that the surface doping of the base and emitter regions is quite different.
 
2O, -3
 
The emitter region is usually very highly doped (> 10 cm ), consequently
 
-only a very narrow region in the vicinity of the junction, where there is a 
lateral concentration gradient, can be depleted and inverted. Nonetheless, 
since tunneling can usually occur through part of the small inverted region, 
the degradation of I hence hm can still be very significant for a PNP 
transistor as we will see later during the presentation of our experimental 
results. 
i
 
2.2.1.3 Empirical Equations for I
 
Previously in Equation (3), we indicated the variables controlling I-
B
 
by taking into account the physical mechanisms causing the current. Next
 
we write down some empirical equations for IB,which say very little about
 
the physical origin of the current but emphasizes its approximate voltage
 
and temperature dependence.
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r and I qV(7 
B IB B OXPn(VT)kT( 
where I 0 is an empirical constant -for -the-i component .of the base current,0 
 h
n.(V,T) 	 is the "identifying" component number for the i component. In 
general, it may be a function of injection level and of temperature. The
 
value or the range of values of n for the different base current components.
 
are as follows:
 
n = 1: 	 Bulk recombination current in the emitter and base region.
 
Or, surface recombination current on the emitter and base
 
region.
 
l<n<2: 	 Bulk recombination current in the junction transition re­
gion. Or, surface recombination current over the transition
 
region. It is significant to note that in this important
 
case the meaning of a given n value is unforturnately
 
ambiguous, unless complemented by some other measurements.
 
2<n<4: 	 Recombination current in the channel (inversion) regions, 
if present, and the adjacent bulk material. 
In a given V and T range it is usually true that one of the base cur­
rent components is dominant. Then by determining-the n value we may be able
 
to identify the component in question. The identification of the spatial
 
origin of the current is usually important in complementing and supplementing
 
the conclusions of some other measurements. Two different techniques were 
used to obtain "n": 
i) VBE analysis: n can be determined from the slopes of the log I B 
vs. VBE plots as seen from Equation (7) and is well discussed in the litera­
ture. We emphasize again that a changing n value at different VBE points may 
still represent one dominant IB component. The variation in n in such a case 
may simply reflect its injection level dependence.
 
ii) 1/h.E vs. IC plots: n can also be determined from the slopes of the 
log 1/h. vs. log IC plots at a given fluence since 
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B

- =-constant 1$1 (8' 
This is valid if the base current consists of one dominant component, i.e.
 
Bexp (qV/nkT). 
Then since IC = ICO exp (qV/KT) we can write I = 
constant ±1 and consequently obtain Equation (8).
C 
If one is interested in identifying only the additional base current 
component(s) introduced by the irradiation then the log (Al/hFE) vs. log 
I plots have to be used instead. In practice there was very little dif-CI
 
ference between this and the log 1/h, vs. log I plot when I increased by
 
. C B
 
a factor of 20 or more.
 
Although method i) is more precise in obtaining n it is also far more
 
tedious and time consuming than ii). In contrast the data necessary for
 
method ii) are relatively easily obtained on a high speed automatic transistor
 
gain tester like the Fairchild Series 500. Nevertheless, method i) also fur­
nishes actual IB vs. VBE data while ii) does not. In certain analyses the 
knowledge of the IB values is just as important as the knowledge of the "n" 
values.
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2.2.2 Analysis of Devices from the Special Group
 
The special measurements are the ones discussed in 2.1.2.2 and listed
 
in Table 1. Typical examples on the interpretation of these measurements are
 
girtn below for certain devices where each device is a representative of a
 
small group.
 
More than that, we believe that the devices discussed are actually 
good representatives of the four main groups of transistors used in our experi­
ment namely, the passive and active NPN's and PNP's. At least, the measurements 
which were common to all transistors (IhFE IEBO' ICBO ) seem to bear this 
assumption out. Consequently the conclusions drawn below should essentially 
apply to the particular group containing the device in question. 
The measurements will be interpreted on the basis of the theoretical 
discussion given in the previous section. I.e., the data are analyzed in 
terms of the effect of the charge accumulation and of the creation of the new 
interface states on the Si surface where possible. Since the effect of the 
charge accumulation is different in the presence or absence of inversion, we 
will always start the discussion of the figures with the CBE vs. fluence 
measurements. These curves can tell us immediately whether or not inversion
 
has taken place. Conclusions drawn then can be substantiated-by other measure­
ments. 
In discussing parameters such as IB1 IR, h.E which are affected by
 
both charge accumulation and interface states, we have to be content with con­
sidering only the combined effects of these two events since on the basis of
 
our measurements their effects cannot be separated. One can nevertheless draw
 
some indirect conclusions about their relative importance under certain condi­
tions.
 
The gain degradation is expressed in terms of Anl/hES vs. 0 curves. 
Actually Al/h _ where -IB is the sum of the extra base current FE I~ - B 
components induced by the irradiation, and I is the collector current at
0 
which the gain was measured. The pros and cons of other methods of presenting 
the gain degradation data will be discussed in Section 2.2.4.
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NPN-unbiased during irradiation: As discussed earlier it is the p type. 
base which is affected primarily by the positive charge accumulation and the
 
new interface states, thus leads to transistor degradation in ah NPN
 
structure.
 
The CBE and CBC vs. F curves are shown in Figure (4)for Fairchild
 
2N1613, device #1. For passive 2N1613 transistors there was no indication of
 
any inversion of the base surface due to the accumulated charge since CB and
 
CBC remained approximately constant. The absence of inversion is also sup­
ported by the IB vs. VBE curves of the type shown in Figure (5) where the
 
slopes yield n values < 1.9 (n comes from equation (7)).
 
IB vs. E (Figure (6)), or what is'essentially the same, Al/hpEvs. 
(Figure (7)) and the IEBO vs. T, ICBO vs. 4 curves (Figure 8) can be 
qualitatively understood by assuming an increased surface recombination 
velocity due to irradiation on the base surface, in the vicinity of the junc­
tions. This assumption as the reason for increased IB' is in accordance with 
the n values determined from Figure (5), where 1.4 < n < 1.9. There seems to 
be some discrepancy, however, if we also assume that IEBO was likewise 
dominated by the surface generation current. Namely, such a current com­
ponent is presumed- to be approximately independent of voltage. (6 ) In the 
IEB0 vs. reverse voltage, VR curves of Figure (9) this is true only above 
0.2 volts. Essentially similar arguments apply for the ICBO vs. VR curves
 
of Figure (10).
 
NPN - biased during irradiation: (Bias: V =10 V, IE =10 ma).
 
Just as in the passive NPN case, it is the surface condition of the
 
base, affected by the positive chargeaccumulation and the new interface
 
states which determines the transistor degradation. However, due to the
 
active bias on the transistor during exposure, the amount of charge accumula­
tion can be significantly increased due to the fringing electric fields
 
influencing charge migrations. It is not yet clear how the creation of the
 
new interface states is affected by biases across the junctions. Although
 
it is claimed to be independent of the electric field (5 ), it could con­
ceivably be injection dependent. All in all, the combined effect of the
 
charge accumulation and of the new interface states on active NPN transistors
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is drastic indeed. E.g., the A!/hF vs. 0 figures will exhibit a sig­
nificantly faster gain degradation with exposure than those for the respectivE
 
passive devices. Also .the formation of an inversion layer over the base'will
 
be noted.
 
vs. 0 curve in Figure (11) shown for Fairchild 2N1613, device #3-C 

indicates inversion layer formation and also the receding of the layer with
 
fluence. Inversion layer formation results in a substantial increase of the
 
junction capacitance since the capacitance due to the field induced junction 
will add to that of the metallurgical junction. The reason for the receding 
of the inversion layer is discussed shortly; it is indicated bythe broken
 
lines in Figures U1 and 13. This conclusion is in accordance with the n
 
values determined from the IB vs. VBE curves of Figure (12) where n > 2 in
 
the similar fluence region.
 
The effect of inversion in I is strikingly illustrated by.the
EDO 
similarity of the IEB vs. , curve of Figure (13) to the CBE vs. $ plot 
The physical mechanism by which the inversion affected IEB appears to be
 
channeling, it will be treated shortly. The initial, substantial rise in
 
IEBO prior to inversion is due to the increased surface recombination 
velocity caused by the irradiation. Incidentally, the values-of I 
-became x 0 electrons/cm and might wonderquite high above $ 14 2 one EDO if 
tunneling took place across the field induced junction. This speculation
 
is ruled out, however, because the presence of a breakdown voltage associated
 
with tunneling (value expected is approximately 0.5-vglt for our base doping)
 
of the field induced junction was not observed as shown in the IEB vs. VR
 
curves, Figure (14). In fact, the' shape of these curves did not change at
 
all by the onset of inversion.
 
Now the question arises whether the positive charges inducing the
 
observed inversion layer originated within or on the SiO2 . It appears that
 
most of them were collected on the outer surface of the oxide layer (through
 
the ionization.of the gas inside the transistor can-and the electric field.
 
between the base and the can which was connected to the collector). Namely
 
we observedquite significant "Telstar type" effects, i.e., slow drifts,
 
resulting in recovery of the transistor parameters with time after the
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irradiation was stopped and the bias was disconnected. These effects are
 
indicated in Figures (11) and (13) by the broken lines as mentioned'earlier.
 
The recoveries of CBE and IEB0 with time after-exposure were often substantial.
 
(Such effects were observed essentially on all biased NPN devices.) In the
 
past, such effects were found to be related to the redistribution of charges
 
on the outer surface of the SiO2
 
Note by comparing Figure (11) and Figures (15) or (16) that quite
 
significantly most of the gain degradation took place before the onset of
 
inversion since Al/hE or IB went into saturation above 2 x 1013 electrons/
B
2 
cm Although the amount of positive space charge, on the SiO2 kept changing
 
as indicated by the onset and the recession of the inversion layer, the cor­
respondingly changing surface potential did not appreciably affect the rate 
of surface recombination thus I . All these can be qualitatively understood 
since the surface effects play a dominant role on IB and IR only-before 
inversion occurs, after inversion their role becomes less and less sigrificant 
because then the effects by the bulk transition region of the field induced
 
junction take over. However, this latter event is usually not too serious in
 
affecting IB and IR unless tunneling occurs.
 
Now since tunneling was absent nevertheless I was drastically af-

EBO ­
fected during inversion, "channeling" or the formation of an ohmic path
 
between base and emitter must have taken place. This would explain the large
 
changes in IEB as well as the relative constancy of IB, thus hFE, during
 
inversion, because channeling does not have much effect on a forward biased
 
junction.
 
The CBC vs. @ data in Figure (11) show an absence of inversion, also 
confirmed by ICE 0 vs. 0 on Figure (13), for device. constructional-reasons. 
According to the manufacturer the base metal contact overlaps the collector­
base junction hence prevents charge accumulation on the surface of the oxide.
 
Although the assumption of an increased surface recombination velocity
 
explains the increase in ICB with fluence (Figure 13) it is partially at
 
variance with the ICB vs. VR curves on Figure'(17). Namely, ICBO is
 
approximately voltage independent only above :0.2 volt and not over the
 
whole measurement range as it is theoretically claimed.
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PNP - unbiased during irradiation: As stated earlier, it is a small part of 
the emitter region (close to the base-emitter junction) which is primarily 
affected by the positive charge accumulation and the new interface states, 
and subsequently leads to gain degradation in a PNP structure. For ICEO
 
degradation the collector surface in the vicinity of the base-collector
 
junction is the'important region.
 
BVS. 0 is shown in Figure (18). for Raytheon 2N1132, device #111. 
There is no sign of inversion of part of the emitter region. This is in 
accordance with the n values of 1.24 - 1.55 obtained from the I vs. VB BE 
curves (Figure 19). Similarly, inversion is apparently absent over the 
collector region, (see CBC vs. 0 on Figure 18), which is somewhat sur­
prising in view of the low surface doping normally found in collectors. 
Increases in IB' Al/hE IEBO' ICBO as a function of 0 shown on Figures
, 

(20), (21), and (22) respectively, can be qualitatively understood in
 
terms of increased surface recombination over the respective junctions. 
This assumption is in accordance with the 1.24 t n 1.55 values obtained
 
from Figure (19). However, the IEBO vs. VR (Figure 23) and I CB vs. VR
 
(Figure 24) curves show very little if any saturation tendency with voltage
 
which is at variance with the theoretical predictions of the voltage
 
independence of the surface generation component of current.
 
PNP - biased during irradiation (Bias: V = 10 V, I2 = 0.1 ma): 
We saw previously the tremendous difference in irradiation behavior
 
between the passive and active NPN devices. No such significant differences
 
were observed between the passive and active PNP transistors. It is true 
that, due to the reverse biased collector base junction, an increased charge
 
accumulation thus more severe ICBO degradation was expected and indeed ob­
served in active PNP devices (see Figures 22 and 29). Differences, however,
 
practially disappeared when the gain degradation curves were compared. Al­
though the detailed arguments to account for this observation are not clear,
 
at present, certain tentative ideas can be presented. For one thing, the
 
charge accumulation on the SiO surface must surely be different from the
 
NPN case, since the direction of the fringing electric field between the
 
can and the base or the emitter surface (due to the reverse biased collector
 
base junction) is such now that the positive gas ions, generated inside the
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can, are moved tdward the transistor can. But then the positive charge
 
accumulation on the SiO2 could be small which is essentially the case also
 
for the passive PlP devices. Secondly, in an NPN device the depletion of
 
the silicon surface and the creation of new interface states occur
 
coincidentally at the base surface. Hence their effect can reinforce
 
each other significantly. This way hot be the case for the emitter region
 
of a PNP device. If, e.g., the creation of the new interface states over
 
the base of an active NPN structure were enhanced by electron injection
 
then such an enhancement would not occur in the emitter region of an active
 
PNP transistor, due to the absence of such an injection. Then the differences
 
in irradiation response between passive.and active PNP transistors could be
 
restricted essentially to slight differences in charge accumulation within
 
the SiO2, the net effect of which might be small. Clearly, further specula­
tion is not justified without the benefit of additional experimental data.
 
The remarks on the figures are very similar to the PNP - unbiased case. 
Both CBE vs. 0 and CBC vs. 0 (Figure 25), shown for Raytheon 2N1132, device 
#121, indicate the absence of inversion in the emitter and collector regions
 
respectively. The n values of 1.25 - 1.64 obtained from the IB vs. VBE
 
curves (Figure 26) support the conclusion. The assumption of increased sur­
face recombination over the junctions as the main reason for the increase in
 
IB (Figure 27), /Al/%F (Figure 28), 1EB0 (Figure 29), I1BO (Figure 29) are 
also in accordance with the quoted n values. However, the presumed voltage 
independence of the surface dominated ICB is demonstrated on the ICB vs. IR 
curves in Figure (30) only above 0.1 volt (at large fluences). Worst yet,
 
the IEBO vs. VR curves in Figure (31) are at variance with the theoretical 
predictions over the whole voltage range. 
In closing this section we would like to mention the preliminary Fesults
 
of the transit time measurements on the passive devices: .Themajority of the
 
Fairchild 2N1613 showed an increase, most of the Raytheon 2N16,13, 2N1132 and
 
the Fairchild 2NI132 showed a decrease in the base transit time with exposure. 
The reverse behavior of the Fairchild NPN devices with respect to the rest is
 
very intriguing. However, the analysis of these data is not sufficiently 
develoned vet to warrant further discussion.
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2.2.3 Analytical Form of the Damage Buildup with Dose 
Displacement damage on transistor gain is often called linear damage
 
because the buildup of ,l/hFE is proportional to the fluence, Q. Surface
 
-damage-on transistor gain on the other hand is often called nonlinear damage
 
because the relation between Al/hI and V is not linear. Of course, for 
the purpose of pzedicting gain degradatioh with dose, it is of fundamental 
importance to know what the actual relation is; i.e., is it a power law like
 
Dx 
(at least before saturation)- where x is some -numberand D is -the dose; or
 
-
perhaps an exponential relation like constant (1 - e AD) whereA is a constant?
 
One paper claims(lO) that for 125 keV electron irradiation
 
l/h =K ln(@/ o ) (9) 
where both K and 0 are some constants. Actually, for practical reasons there
 
is no theoretical prediction on the. Al/hift vs. D or 3 relation.
 
First, the electric field intensity and its distribution within the
 
SiO 2 has to be known for the exact description of the charge accumulation
 
with dose. However, the fringing fields in the vicinity of the junctions due
 
to biases are not very amenable to theoretical analysis.
 
Second, it is not possible to relate Al/hr directly to the effect
 
of irradiation in a general manner, since Al/h, is affected by both the
 
buildup of positive space charge in SiO2and the creation of new interface
 
states. The relative importance of these two effects is still unsettled,
 
probably depends on the particular experimental conditions. In any *case,
 
the theoretical prediction of the buildup of interface states with dose
 
is still missing-, as discussed in 2.2.1.1. Consequently, the buildup of
 
the related quantity ti/h, with dose cannot be predicted at present.
 
As far as the empirical curves of the Al/lE vs. '2curves are con­
cerned we see later in Figures (35) through (46) that there-is a whole
 
variety of curves with very different shapes depending on transistor types,
 
-manufacturers, batches (or date codes), biasing conditions. For-example,
 
a simple power law of the form Ll/hF: = constant Sx where x < 1, is
 
exhibited in Figures (36) and (40), renresenting aboutt20 and 10 devices
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respectively. Not one of our curves follow the relation (9) so its validity 
is probably quite limited. Our main conclusion is that one cannot make a 
specific statement about the shapes of the Ll/hFE vs. E curves, except ­
perhaps emphasizing their wide variety. 
We would like to stress this last point very strongly since one
 
recent paper tll) claims a general validity of the simple power law-representa­
tion of the buildup of the nonlinear damage with fluence or dose, i.e., it is
 
claimed that
 
1 = constant ckx 0 < X < (10)
FE
 
Now we said earlier that some of our passive devices indeed obeyed this
 
simple relation. But not all of them. In fact, most of them did not, as
 
Figures (35) through (46), representing most of our 218 devices (passive,
 
active, NPN, PNP), will illustrate. Of course, within a small dose range
 
many of the~l/hFE vs. T curves can be approximated by a simple power law.
 
However, this approximation fails when the whole dose range, below damage
 
saturation, is considered. The second point is that in the proposed power 
law representatiot of the nonlinearldarrage with dose; the exponent, x, is
 
claimed to be always less or at most equal to 1. In our experiments, most
 
of the active NPN transistors exhibited faster than linear rise (x > 1) in
 
part of theil/hF vs. . plots. This means, of course, that in trying to
 
predict nonlinear damage for such devices, in a given mission, with a less
 
than linear power law, will badly underestimate the expected gain degrada­
tion. Due to the great importance of such prediction problems, further
 
study would be clearly justified to clear up the discrepancies just dis­
cussed. (Interestingly enough, there appeared to be a slight voltage
 
dependence of the exponent, x, being less than 1 or equal to 1 at the lower
 
collector-base voltages. It is intriguing to speculate that the value of x,
 
for whatever the power law approximation is worth, is dependent not only on
 
device structure and processing variables, but also on the applied active
 
biasing conditions. Note that in Reference (11) x is not assumed to be
 
dependent on biasing, the authors simply increase the surface damage constant,
 
ks, to account for higher gain degradation of transistors with a reverse
 
biased C-B junction.)
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2.2.4 Correlation Studies
 
In trying to predict the response of bipolar transistors to ionizing
 
irradiation it would be of considerable help if one could correlate certain
 
initial and final parameters.
 
With this idea-in mind, correlation studies were carried out betweeni 
a number of initial and final parameters. Table 2 summarizes some of the 
results. Parameters in question are listed as well as the degree of correla­
tion expressed in terms of the Rank coefficients. 
As shown in Table 2 and in Figures (32), (33), and (34), good correla­
tion was found only in one case, namely between the gain loss hFE and the
 
initial gain h;, especially for the Fairchild devices. In the strict sense
 
of the word the relationship found in the quoted figures is not really a
 
correlation. It may be nothing more than a useful relation for predicting
 
gain loss subject to certain limitations. Nonetheless, the word "correlation"
 
will be used, rather loosely, in this report, in the context described below.
 
Relation between AhE and
 
FE FEF
 
YIX: sum of the extra base current components introduced by the
 irradiation.
 
SI 0c/+ 2i+) 10+ 
Af B' B1 
ZV 1 o+:i10 
2:IIx
 
B B B. 
+­
n 2:K where K= 1
 
Do o
 
1B
 
I 
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Initial Parameter 
Final Parameter 
/ (10 V,0.WmA) 
1 
d 
I/IEB0 (4 volts) 
Lis 
NPN 
a) 
b) 
c) 
NPN Fairchild, unbiased 
NPN Fairchild, biased 
NPN Raytheon, unbiased 
.82 
.21 
.44 
.95 
.89 
.47 
.46 
.22 
.07 
-.63 
-.11 
-.20 
g03 
.12 
-.03 
.22 
.23 
.20 
.27 
.00 
.16 
.09 
-.07 
.06 
)NP 
d) PNP Fairchild, unbiased 
e) PNP Raytheon, biased 
f),,PNP Raytheon, unbiased 
.77 
.52 
;44 
.83 
.81 
.92 
.07 
.01 
.42 
-.36 
-.33 
.05 
-.42 
.34 
.37 
-. 45 
.02 
.52' 
-.06 
-.26 
.29 
.16 
-.30 
.08 
= 
Table . RANK CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS 
final gain; IEB 0 was measured at 4 vblts for the Fairchild 2NI132 devices only) 
fl2425680-2 
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This equation is simply an identity which applies to each device
 
separately. Now, one may think that K is just as different among devices
 
as the initial gains (excepting
, 
of course the very high dose case where

• & 
Ix
K ecl for all of them since >> I0). Interestingly enough, in certain 
cases K turns out to be approximately constant among devices, even below 
the extreme high doses, as e.g., figures (32) through (35) testify. (Many 
other similar "correlation" plots were observed by Boeing personnel.) But 
then in a certain-fluence range the prediction of *the gain loss from the 
initial gain is ossible within certain limits. In other words, the relative
 
gain loss is approximately constant among devices regardless of the initial
 
gains. This last sentence seems to imply that some sort of a "normalization"
 
of the gain degradation of the different devices take place when the results
 
are compared in terms ofrt/o. Whether this is indeed the case, is still 
subject to argument; other workers insist that the devices should be com­
pared in terms of Al/hE. Let us discuss this problem in a little more 
detail.
 
In radiation damage studies one is quite often faced with the problem
 
of comparing the radiation sensitivities of different devices to gain degrada­
tion. Then the question arises as to what quantity(ies) to use for a valid
 
comparison. One such quantity widely used in nonlinear damage studies is 
A1/h.E. Certainly A\l/hFE appears to be a good selection for some of the 
comparison purposes since it is equal to Zixic, and TI B depends on the
 
inherent radiation sensitivity of the device but not on the initial gain. 
However, we feel that when the devices to be compared have different geometries, 
e.g., coming from separate manufacturers, the quantity Ix/I c has to be modifiedB c 
in order to normalize the devices to the same geometrical dimensions. It ap­
pears that an expression like I would be appropriate since then the dif­
ferent geometrical factors will drop out.- (E.g., the lengths of the emitter­
base junction perimeters. The previous statement is strictly correct if both
 
10 and ZI are dominated by the same base current component. This is, how­
ever, usually the case in practice, because of the dominant role of the surface
 
Actually any expression involving 2ITx/Ia
component in nonlinear damage.) 

would be equally good, e.g.
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*1-- -the relative gain loss
 
IB0
 
1+­
or 
the relative gain remaining 
1+ 
IoB 
Note however, that it is just as wrong not to normalize against certain 
pertinent factors as to normalize against others which have nothing to do with 
the resultant gain degradation. Therefore we propose that if there is no cor­
relation between 10 and JIB (i.e., between q. and il/h), then the comparison 
of presumably identical devices should be done in terms of A1/hS, whereas 
the comparison of others with known geometrical differences should be done in 
terms of 4/14 On the other hand, if correlation between IB and /I B do 
exist then the comparison of devices in terms of Z/\/3 should always be 
superior to that in terms of AI/h. 
In the final analysis, the experimental results should decide whether 
or not a correlation between 10 and XIX exist. In many of our experiments
B B 
the quantity6S/ 0 seemed to give a better normalization of the gain degradation,
 
thus implying some degree of correlation between 1 and XiB or A and 
However, direct tests indicated correlation between these two quantities only 
in a few cases. Needless to say the problem merits further consideration. In 
particular, a thorough experimental study of correlation problems is sorely 
needed. 
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2.3 Dependence of Nonlinear Damage on the Current Level During Gain
 
Measurement (Task Al)
 
One of the major tasks of this contract was to evaluate empirically the
 
dependence of nonlinear damage on the emitter current, IE, at which the gain was
 
measured. The degradation results are summarized in Figures (35) through (58).
 
in three different graphical forms. Essentially all of our devices are
 
represented in the following figures depicting their dependence of gain
 
degradation on injection level. (Since the Fairchild Series 500 Transistor
 
Tester programs IC instead of IE data curves are shown for the former. Also,
 
the gain is measured as IC/IB. Correcting this expression for the leakage cur­
rent, ICBO, (see Equation (1) in 2.2.1.2) made very little difference in our data.)
 
The three different types of plots are discussed below. The fluence 
values, whenever they occur, (either as independent variables or as parameters) 
can easily be converted into dose if desired, by dividing with a conversion 
factor of k.?4 x 107. That is to say 
Fluence (1 MeV electrons/cm )Dose (rads(Si)) = 4.24 x lO7.%adscSi) x em2] 
Note that the quoted fluence values on all of our figures are meant on the Si
 
chip and not on the transistor can. Namely, the transmission losses suffered
 
by the electron beam when traversing the can were taken into account. This
 
way one is able to better compare the irradiation response of devices coming
 
from different manufacturers with different can thicknesses.
 
i) ns(1/hFE) vs. I plots for a family of IC values (Figures 35-46): 
On this type of plot the "nonlinearity" of the gain degradation 
induced by surface effects is very apparent. The dependence of gain degrada­
tion on the measuring current is indicated in graphical forms by a family of
 
curves for the nine different IC values. Interestingly enough, these curves
 
are almost parallel to each other and except for the very high current values,
 
nearly equally spaced. This means, that at least for this type of a plot,
 
measurements made at a smaller number of currents would-also be sufficient to
 
characterize the IC dependence and enable one to predict the curve at inter­
mediate I, values.
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The 12 figures selected make up essentially a complete set. in 
showing all the different graphical forms-of the ,t l/hEivs.- curves;. 
_ 
obtained under different conditions, thus representing practically all of
 
our 218 devices. This representation is possible with the relatively few
 
figuresof 12--since devices within a given batch had very similar curves 
hence on figure shown can represent the rest. Hare than that, sometimes 
one.device.can represent all the devices from several batches. Table 3
 
summarizes what devices in a given batch or batches are represented by a 
certain figure. Some other relevant information is also included.
 
The figures for the active NPN and PNP devices, #57, 71, and
 
#129, 153 respectively, do not represent batches, they represent essentially
 
all the devices within the biased NPN and PNP groups regardless of their
 
specific batch-number of specific bias conditions. No study was carried out
 
to ascertain differences between batches under identical bias and exposure
 
conditions in a comprehensive manner like that for the passive devices. (Two­
two devices were selected to represent the biased NPN and the biased PNP
 
group respectively, in order to illustrate some slight differences in the
 
curves within the biased groups. The "flattening" of the 10 ua curve in
 
Figure (38) above 0 13 electrons/cm2 shows that the gain was reduced
 
below 1.9 by the Fairchild 500 Tester. Similar "flattened out" regions will
 
be seen in some of the other figures for the same reason. Although separate
 
measurements of the gain values below 1.9 were also made by changing certain
 
circuit modules on the Transistor Tester, it was not feasible to incorporate
 
these data into the main deck of the computer data cards.
 
The tremendous difference in the Ahl/hE vs. 0 curves for passive
 
and active NPN devices should be noted; it signifies the drastic effect of the
 
active bias during exposure in enhancing nonlinear gain degradation. 
As shown in the figures, the I dependence of the gain degradation
 
seems to be very much the same for all the devices represented, in spite of
 
the differences in the graphical forms of the Al/h vs. 0 plots. This seems
 
to be the case even for the passive and active NPN devices in spit of their
 
large difference in the Al/hE vs. 0 curves, reflecting their difference in
 
radiation sensitivity.
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That the curves should be nearly parallel can be explained as follows: 
The quantity A1/,y1 , which is plotted against §_,can be expressed as 
therefore for two, different T values at a given a: 
I nl/ 1C21/llh.) c1 and E) I 
The ratio of these two equations (i.e., the distance between them on log
 
scale) is given by
 
(A/1p 1 _ XB1 ___ (12) 
(51 r :4YXl%~l2 

Now the question is whether or not this ratio varies with fluence; if it
 
remained nearly constant then the Al/h, vs. _ curves .tth different I
 
values would be approximately parallel -on a log-log plot. Clearly
 
IC/Icl is independent of fluence. Actually, so is the ratio of the extra
 
base currents, at least when they are dominated by the surface components,
 
since the ratio depends only on VBD'S necessary to get the desired IC values.
 
The effect of increasing the number of interface states (ANt) with dose
 
should drop out, since both IB1 I are proportional to A/Nt.
 
That the parallel curves should also be.nearly equally spaced, 
except at high IC, simply follows from the particular selection of the I 
values, namely, from the fact that the ratios of the adjacent I values are 
50 ua 30 ua
 
Equation (12) after some manipulation.
 
Incidentally, the figures of 35-46 are referred to several times.
 
They are used not only to show the dependence of nonlinear damage on the
 
measurement currents, IC, but also to'illustrate the wide variety of the
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Table 3. Description of the DevicelGroups Represented in Figures 35 - 46w 
Passive Number of Corffesponding
 
Figure Device or Batches, No. of Devices
 
No NO. Manufacturer Active Represented (10 dev./batch)
 
35 2 2N1613 Fair6hild Passive 1 10
 
NPN
 
36 36 2N1613 Fairchild Passive 2 20
 
NPN
 
37 57 2NI613 Fairchi-ld Active -

NPN Biased 45
 
38 71 - 12N1613 Fairchild Active Group
 
NPN
 
39 82 2N1613 Raytheon Passive 1 10
 
NPN
 
40 107 2NI1613 Raytheon Passive 2 20
 
NPN
 
41 146 2N1132 Raytheon Passive 3 30
 
S- . PNP
 
42 129 2N1132 Raytheon Active-

PNP Biased 45
 
43 153 2N1132 Raytheon Active Group
 
PNP
 
44 198 2N1132 Fairchild Passive
PNP 2
 
45 206 2N1132 Fairchild Passive
 
PNP
 
46 215 2N1132 Fairchild Passive 1 10 
PNP
 
*Two figures are necessary to represent each of the two batches; i.e., each bat
 
has two subgroups of devices which are similar to the two subgroups in the othe
 
batch.
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Al/FE vs. $ curves of different shapes, expressing different forms of 
damage buildup with dose, for presumably "identical" devices. This was 
already discussed in Section 2.2.3. Still another use of these figures 
comes from the fact, that the curves shown are representative of 10, 20, 
or 30 devices which belonged to one, two, or three batches and exhibited 
very similar curves., The implication of the similar behavior within a 
transistor batch or date code will be further discussed in the Statistical
 
Analysis Section (2.4).
 
ii) A/1hF vs. I plots for a family of values (Figures.47-52).
 
Six figures are included (both here and in iii)) to represent the
 
Fairchild passive -PNP, passive and active NPN, and the Raytheon passive NPN,
 
passive and active PNP devices. These plots clearly express how the non­
linear gain degradation depends on the measuring current. Actually the '
 
functional relation between Al/bEE and IC, subject to certain assumptions.
 
was already derived in Section 2.2.1.3and is approximately given by
 
,n/hiE = const, i1 (13)
 
This relation on a log-log plot, as shown in the figures, sh6u d iesult in 
straight lines, which in general they did at least below about 3 mwa. The
 
slopes of the lines furnish the "n" values which can identify the spatial
 
origin of the dominant base current components at different fluences.- This
 
method of analysis was also discussed in Section 2.2-1.3. In order to get
 
the "n" values for the devices prior to irradiation, 1/14 vs. IC lines were
 
also included in the figures. These are the lines with the very small slopes
 
intersecting several other lines.
 
iii) - Ahp#b vs. IC plots for a family of 4 values (Figures 53-58). 
These plots are complementary to the ones discussed previously
 
under ii). Instead of Al/hFE we plot Zh,/h.E against Ic.since the relative
 
gain degradation is of more interest to a circuit design engineer. Then of
 
course the knowiedge of AhF/h at different measuring current levels is also 
important. The figures express the fact, emphasized throughout the report, that 
nonlinear gain degradation is usually most severe at low current levels never­
theless can be significant even at higher current values.
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2.4 STATISTICAL. A.NALYSIS (TASK A2) 
In trying to predict transistor gain degradation due to ionizing 
irradiation of the surface, one should have some idea about the statistical 
spread in device response among the presumably "identical" devices during 
identical exposure conditions. Certain pread in gain degradation is clearl 
expected among transistors, the question is how much. It is well known that 
the initial surface conditions are extremely critical for controlling certain 
transistor parameters as well as for influencing the degradation of those 
parameters during surface ionization effects.. More specifically, the oxidation 
conditions and surface cleaning techniques will determine not only the low cur­
rent gain values but also the degradation of this gain with exposure. Although 
the silicon chips are presumably subjected to "identical" fabrication conditions, 
it is not possible in practice to avoid some subtle differences in the fabrica­
tion procedures (e.g., due to small differences in surface cleaning steps- done ­
by different operators-during assembly) consequently the surface conditions.of 
the finished transistors can differ slightly.
 
In order to determine the size of the spread in device response during
 
identical exposure, a statistical study was carried out on passive transistors.
 
30 Fairchild 2N1613, 30 -Raytheon2N1613, 30 Fairchild 2N1132 and 30 Raytheon
 
2N1132 transistors were procured, actually each group of 30 came from three
 
different batches of 10 devices each. With such a selection of transistors .we
 
were able to observe differences among devices within -one given batch, among
 
batches and between manufacturers. By batch number as we said earlier, we mean
 
the date code. (year and week) stamped on the transistor can. The actual batch
 
numbers or date codes of the devices used in our statistical study are listed
 
in Table 4.
 
The results of the study are expressed in three different ways in
 
Figures (59) through (70). Namely, the different device groups are compared 
in terms of the h vs. 0. vs. 0 and Al/bI vs. 0. (For typographical
 
reasons we write for LhF/ha 
, 
i.e., h,_E ') All gain values shown 
here refer to measurements at 10 pa. In each figure we find three curves super­
imposed where each curve represents the mean value of the particular parameter 
taken for a given batch (10 devices). The vertical bars across the curves 
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represent the standard deviations- (0'), i.e.-, express the size of the 
statistical spread in the values of the given parameters among the 10 de­
vices. The curve for batch #1 is left in its original position the other two
 
-are shifted horizontally fdr clarity in order to avoid overlap of the dbars.
 
The hFE -v.s. data illustrate the initial gain distributions within
 
the batches-as well -as the changes of these distributions with fluence. The
 
vs. 0 data, sInce they are "normalized," as discussed in Section 2.2.4, 
are well suited to show up some inherent differences in surface conditions 
among the batches. Without suchdifferences the-curves should overlap. The
 
Al/h, vs. A data show the differences among the batches by using still another
 
type. of-normalization asdiscussed in 2.2.4. .
 
The following conclusions can be -drawn-from the figures:
 
i) Devices within a given batch:
 
Devices, as a general rule, tended-to-behave very similarly within 
a given batch, at least as far as their gain degradation was concerned, e.g., 
in te.rms of the Al/h1. vs,. $ curves. Although the actual values of Al/h at 
-FE
 
given 0 were somewhat different for different devices, as the size of the bars 
testifies in Figures (63), (64), and (69),, X70),'the shap of the curves for
 
the individual devices were very similar, A given shape could afmogt serve as
 
a marker for all the transistors within a batch. This was already emphasized
 
in Section 2.3 in selecting Figures (35) -- (46) (Ql/1 vs. 0 for a family of
 
IC ) where it was pointed out that the devices shown represented one or more
 
batches because of the close similarity of the curves within one batch.
 
The reason for the similar behavior during exposure is presumably
 
that the devices bearing the same date code went through the different fabrics- ­
tion processes together as a group, i.e., conditions were pretty much the-same
 
for all of them. Although this is probably true it is not necessarily the case
 
as discussions during a visit to the manufacturers revealed. E.g. depending
 
upon the number of devicea produced within a particular week, the devices having 
the same date code may or may not come from the same "lot". CA group of wafers 
exposed to identical diffusion and oxidation conditions at the same time.) If 
only a relatively small number of transistors were produced then -they are likely 
to originate from the same lot.
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Of course it is still true that devices with the same date code 
although coming from different lots could, nevertheless,'experience pretty 
much identical diffusion, oxidation and surface cleaning procedures within a 
week or so even though not exactly at the same--time. To the contrary, devices 
having widely different dhte codes (by a ypar or more), probably experience 
slightly different fabrication conditions due to continuous improvement and 
changes in techniques, (surface cleaning!) equipment and operators during that 
time.
 
ii) Devices from different batches of the same manufacturer.
 
On the basis of what we said earlier in i) we do expect some dif­
ferences in device response during irradiation among devices from different
 
batches especially if the date codes are far apart. -Experimentally, this is
 
indeed the case. By checking the date codes in Table 4 and comparing the
 
curves representing separate batches in Figures (59) - (70) we see the fol­
lowing: 
a) NPN - Fairchild: The mean hrE curves representing F2 and F3­
are close while Fl is apart in Figure (59) as expected on the basis of the 
date codes. -However,when the nonlinear damage is plotted in terms ofS448 
then the curves of all batches superimpose as shown in Figure (61). Quite 
surprisingly, the superposition of the curves in terms of the Sl/hFE data 
in Figure (63) is not nearly as good. 
b) PNP - Fairchild: The initial portion of the mean hFE curves
 
representing FIP and F2P are far apart while F3P is close to F2P which is
 
unexpected on the basis of the date codes. The superposition of the curves
 
in terms of or lI/hFE is good for FIP and F2P but F3P is way off,
 
indicating some small butsignific.nt differences between the exact surface
 
conditions-of transistors (FIP, F2P) and F3P.
 
,c), NPN - Raytheon: Initial gain values of Rl, R2, and R3 are very 
close in spite of the very different date codes. But their irradiation 
responses are widely different both in terms ofJ 1 o (Figure,'62), and of 
1/hFE (Figure 64). Interestingly though, R1 and R2 remain quite close in the
 
mean hFE curves (Figure 60). R3 is way off even there and surprisingly suffers
 
the worst damage in spite of its most recent date code. 
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d) PNP - Raytheon: R2P and R3P curves of mean hFE are far apart 
in Figure (66) whereas their date codes are quite close. RiP and, R3P curves 
are close in the same figure though the date codes ar6 quite different. 3lP 
i.andR3P curves also-remain close, as expected, when the nonlinear damage is 
normalized either in terms of AA/44 or L/hFE (Fi-gires 68 and 70), whereas 
R2P curve remains split off in either case-. This indicates that the surface 
conditions of the devices in batchR2P are significantly different in some way 
with respect to the other two batches. 
iii) Devices with identical designations from different manufacturers 
(Fairchild vs. Raytheon):
 
Differences -in device response during exposure-among devices coming
 
from two manufacturers are certainly expected. - There are constructional dif­
ferences between the devices and-the surface treatments can be entirely dif­
ferent (usually proprietary information) in spite of the fact that the devices 
are produced for the same functions in electrical circuits. These factors of
 
course have a large influence on the radiation hardness of the devices. Then
 
in order to be able to select the best possible transistors for ionizing
 
radiation environment it is- important to determine what and how large are the
 
differences in radiation response among devices from different manufacturers
 
during exposure. As proposed in Section 2.2.4 the quantity4'Vf/Y 0 will be 
-used primarily for comparing the devices of separate manufacturers in order to 
normalize against differences in the emitter-base junction perimeters.
 
The following conclusions can be drawn from the figures:
 
2N1613 - NPN 
Radiation resistance: R1 and R2 are better than Fl, F2, F3 whereas 
R3 is worse. (See theA4$' curves in Figures (61) and (62).) R2 waso 

especially good.
 
Statistical spread: The different Fairchild batches were much
 
closer in behavior than the Raytheon ones. This was especially true in the 
Ll//,o curves which is equivalent to saying that there was a good correlation 
betweefi gain loss and initial gain for the Fairchild devices whereas absent for 
the Raytheon ones. Consequently the prediction of the gain loss, (, or the 
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relative gain loss, 4 0, was possible for the Fairchild devices but not 
for the Raytheon transistors. Also 'the statistical spread among devices'
 
within a given batch is much wider for the Raytheon devices 'than for the.
 
Fairchild as seen from the size of the 0" bars. 
2Nl132 --PNP 
Radiation resistance: Fairchild batches are somewhat better than
 
the Raytheon ones. (See Figures (7) And (-68)}
 
Statistical spread: Raytheon batches are slightly closer than the
 
Fairchild ones, although the former batches cover over 'l2 year period whereas
 
the latter ones cover about a year. The error'bars'are approximately of the­
same size for bobh manufacturers. -The correlation of the gain loss to the
 
initial gain or equivalently the predictability of the relative gain loss,
 
•4/4o0 was approximately of the same degree for each manufacturer. (See
 
Figures (67) and (68) or the Rank Coefficients of Correlation in Table 2.)
 
In summary of this section we can say that in order to select
 
transistors (given type and manufacturer) with the least expected spread in
 
radiation response one should specify not only that the devices carry the
 
same date code but also that they come from the same lot of Si wafers. As
 
a compromise one may settle for the same'date code only,'although a somewhat
 
higher statistical spread is then expected.
 
Of course, selecting the particular manufacturer is also a very
 
important problem since the statistical spread even among different batches
 
can be smaller for one manufacturer than that within one batch from another
 
manufacturer. This is a statistical consideration only. It says nothing
 
about the average *radiation hardness (i.e., the- radiati6n sensitivity) of the 
devices coming from different manufacturers which can be significantly dif­
ferent.
 
We wish to re-emphasize that the previous statistical study was carried
 
.out on passive transistors only. Since in actual space applications the devices
 
are often active during exposure,,a similar statistical study carried out on
 
biased devices would be highly desirable. Oh the basis of such a study, a much
 
better prediction of the expected nonlinear gain degradation would be possible.
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Table 4- Siimmrv of Batch Number or Date Code Designations 
Passive Devices
 
2N1613 - NPN.-	 2N1132 - PNP 
Batch Actual Batch Actual 
-Number -Date Device Number - Date Device 
Designation Code Number Designation Code Number4 
F1 701 1 thru 10 RiP 6523 Ill-120 
F2 552 31- 40 R2P 6710 l4l-150
 
F3 615 - 61- 70 " R3P '6649 -16i-168 
RI 446 81- 90 FIP 	 721 189-198 
R2 6545 91-100 FZP 	 736 199-207 
R3 6625 101-110 F3P 	 621 208-218
 
Active Devices
 
2N1613 - NPN 	 2N1132 
Fairchild 	 Raytheon
 
Batch Actual Batch Actual
 
Number Date Device Number Date Device
 
Designation Code Number Designation Code Number
 
No Number 	 Mixed 11-30 No Number Mixed 121-140
 
Assigned 	 Codes Assigned Codes 
Were 41-6o Were 151-!6b 
Used Used -­
for 71-80 for 169-188 
These These, 
Tests Tests 
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3.0 PROGRAM SCHDU E
 
The program schedule is shown in Figure (71). 1 MeV electron tests
 
were performed as scheduled. Preparations are completed for 15-MeV proton
 
testing and combined testing. Those actual tests are behind schedule, but 
once they are underway they should be finished without need for a contract 
extension.
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Figure 71. -Program Schedule 
J. A 5 0 N O J M A M J J A S C N D 
PROCURE MATERIAL 
COMPUTER ANALYSIS OF OLD DATA 
TRIPS TO SEMICONDUCTOR LABS ~A 
C060 TEST 
ELECTRICAL CHARACTERIZATION OF DEVICES - 7 r- n -
PREPARE TEST JIG FOR 1-ME. TEST 
PREPARE ACCELERATOR FOR 1-WE. lST 
I-ME'V ELECTRON TEST IDOSIME"V) 
1-MEV ELECTRON DATA ANALVIS 
PR'EPARE TEST JIG FOR 15-MEV PROTON, 
PREPARE ACCELERATOR AND TARGET' 
FOR, COMBINED TESTS 
_",,, 
I 
[I 
- A 
.) 
-r 
OI 
c:)I 
2-MEN ELECTRON ONLY 
15-ME' PROTON ONLY 
COMBINED 2-MEV AND 15-MEV i --
DATA ANALYSIS COMBINED TEST 
BIMONTHLY REPORTS V V V V V 
6-MONTH REPORT 
TRIP NASA GODDARD 
FINAL REPORT 
DRAFT V 
FINAL 
-
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4.o NEW TErCHNOLCOGY
 
The research work performed on this contract has been reviewed. To 
the best of our knowledge there is now new technology to report. 
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5.0 PROGRAM FOR NEXT REPORTING INTERVAL
 
The next major report will be the draft final due in October. By 
-then computer analysis of all new test data should be complete.
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